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Stiff is a full-service strategic communications and design agency. We create written, 
visual, digital and motion content for business leaders, educational institutions, 
government departments and not-for-profits. Our team consists of brand strategists, 
writers, graphic designers, illustrators, animators, videographers, social media experts 
and project managers.  

We challenge tradition. We have a strict no BS policy. We value honesty and are 
entirely rigorous in our approach. We question everything. It is the only way to uncover 
opportunity. Our best work comes from ambition that is matched in equal measure 
by the clients with whom we partner. Our resolute, highly responsive nature quickly 
builds trust at the most senior levels across all of our clients, locally and internationally. 
We really care about what we do. As a result, we consistently find new ways to help our 
clients attract the best talent, launch desirable products and services, and improve brand 
reputation. Our work enables organizations to communicate value directly, effectively 
and consistently. Our services include: 

Our  
Agency

Our  
Process

• Strategic communications

• Board and executive communications

• Brand development

• Social media strategy

• Videography and motion design

• Employee engagement

• Graphic design and layout

• Print and digital advertising 

• Writing training

• Corporate and technical writing

• Animation and illustration

• Website and digital development

• Speech and script writing

Our  
Methodology

We approach each and every project with vigour and purpose. Nothing is a one-off; 
there is no such thing as a quick fix. We know that everything we deliver must support 
an organization’s purpose, vision, brand values, business objectives and audience 
preferences.  

Our processes are based on specificity, metrics and iteration to ensure consistent 
connection with fickle and elusive audiences. Our proprietary writing and editing 
system, Backdraft, is the foundation of Stiff’s quality control process. We’re obsessed 
with the most appropriate and accurate use of language in everything we produce. 
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LogiSense (Branding)
LogiSense is a cloud-based subscription and usage-based billing platform that leads its industry in capability and 
performance. Its company's previous brand was at odds with its ingenuity and market position. We developed a new 
aesthetic that makes a bold statement to highlight how the brand is changing billing for good.
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LogiSense (Website)
LogiSense has several unique buyer personas, from finance to product to IT. We updated the user journey on the site to 
help all prospective customers find information and proof points. We implemented a hub-and-spoke content structure to 
aid in SEO and rewrote all web copy to align with the new brand and key messages.
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LogiSense (Brand Guidelines)
We created strong brand guidelines to ensure everyone can deploy and communicate the new LogiSense brand. The 
guidelines also describe the Outlaw and Magician archetypes, upon which we built LogiSense’s new identity, and show 
how to use the company’s key messages in the market.
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LogiSense (Promotional Video)
LogiSense had a hard time communicating its value proposition. We wrote a narrative that swiftly and succinctly 
outlines not only the brand’s product features, but also its values and outlook on billing in general. This video acts as a 
companion to the LogiSense narrative we dubbed ‘Our Charge,’ which calls on companies to change billing for good. 

 Watch the LogiSense video   →

https://vimeo.com/703023842/7912eca54a
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Atlas (Branding)
Atlas bridges the divide between research and practice to help veterans and their families get the best possible mental 
health care. The visual ethos of the brand ties to the mythic hero who carries the weight of the world, and to the reference 
volumes that help us find our way around the globe. 
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Atlas (Campaign)
Our support for the Atlas Institute for Veterans and Families continued our work with a veteran community fatigued by 
the failed promises of public and private institutions. They feel unseen and unheard. Our “We don’t see what they see” 
campaign helped bring national awareness to veteran trauma and mental well-being.

 Watch the video (EN)   →  Watch the video (FR)   →

https://vimeo.com/693168090
https://vimeo.com/693750577
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Canadian International Arctic Centre (Branding)
CIAC coordinates Canada’s international Arctic engagement on issues such as climate change. Our work with CIAC 
captures the ‘living North’—a rich and diverse landscape for social storytelling. We set out to connect the land, its 
seasons and shifting environment, to the cultural side of the North—its people and their art.
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Canadian International Arctic Centre (Visual System)
To further embrace the idea of a living North, we created a visual system that reflects the diverse and evolving nature of 
the region, through stylized lines that illustrate the fauna, landscape and customs. The system uses an upright pill shape, 
which balances with its inner elements while symbolizing the North’s ecosystem.
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NSIRA (Annual Report & Branding)
The National Security and Intelligence Review Agency is Canada's independent expert review body. Our branding  
emphasizes the precise nature of NSIRA’s work and highlights the agency’s reliability and professionalism. Visuals explore 
natural and man-made patterns—the underlying organization in all things. Red was used sparingly to draw the eye.
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Women and Gender Equality Canada (Storytelling)
WAGE came to us looking to improve the reach and value of their Impact stories series. We retold these stories, 
empowering and connect audiences with the day-to-day impact equality has on communities. Outputs included  
written stories, social media posts, newsletter, ministerial speeches and a set of designed key messages. 
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SEED Winnipeg Inc. (Branding)
SEED delivers financial empowerment programs and services to build strong communities and increase opportunities for 
people. In support of SEED’s new marketing and communications plan, we called on intersecting shapes and colours to 
suggest growth and connection—and the possibilities that flow from them for the benefit of community and inclusion. 
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Cuso International (Layout)
Cuso works with local partners around the world to improve economic opportunities, empower women and girls and 
advance gender equality. Our layout and design decisions showcase authentic stories, putting them center-stage 
through use of compelling imagery, bold colours and clean layout. 
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Freedom Online Coalition (Branding)
The FOC is a group of 34 governments committed to supporting Internet freedom. Our brand support captures the idea 
of digital freedom through overlapping quadrants that share and embrace new perspectives. Through a central star, we 
showcase unseen talent, while parallel lines stand for equality and act as the pathway to inclusion and connectivity.
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Melissa Sarakinis (Branding)
We worked with Melissa Sarakinis, a health coach and holistic nutritionist, to develop a brand that supports her suite of 
well-being services. We drew inspiration from nature and jewel tones to design an identity that conveys the luxurious and 
healing experiences that Melissa provides her clients.
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OSO (Branding)
We worked with OSO to make classical music more visible in Ottawa by broadening the symphony orchestra’s reach, 
diversifying its programming and supporting the next generation of musicians. We created a brand and messaging 
platform that would broaden their reach while dispelling myths about orchestras and classical music.
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Colleges & Institutes Canada (Campaign)
CICan is the national and international voice of Canada's publicly supported colleges, institutes of technology, and 
cégeps. We consulted, explored positioning, crafted narratives and key messages. Our aim was to shift decades  
of misperceptions about Canada’s college system by refocusing CICan around their ability to ‘Future-proof’ people. 
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Veterans Affairs Canada (Videos)
VAC was having difficulty connecting with the veterans it serves. To relate with the target audience, as well as increase 
public awareness of the contributions made by those in service, we filmed a series of stories with eight Canadian veterans. 
These videos highlighted the veterans’ unique military and post-service experiences.

 See our work in telling the story of Chief Warrant Officer (Retd) Bill "Mother" Irving   →

 Students and faculty discuss the Goddard Peace Conference. Watch now   →

https://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/people-and-stories/bill-irving
https://vimeo.com/428237358/8b290e23c9
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Veterans Affairs Canada (Salute! Magazine)
VAC prints an annual magazine in both official languages that details its services for veterans and their families. As part 
of the VAC brand project, we redesigned the publication and filled its pages with stories written by veterans themselves.
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Veterans Affairs Canada (Faces of Freedom Exhibit)
This temporary exhibit, displayed at VIMY Ridge, was created to recognize military service across Canada’s history, 
including Second World War and Afghanistan anniversaries in 2019 and 2020. The exhibit displayed the human 
faces of war through portraits of those who served, along with short biographical and historical context.
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Veterans Affairs Canada (Brand Guidelines)
VAC needed to ensure its brand could appear on multiple applications across the country. We composed comprehensive 
brand guidelines to establish a consistent visual aesthetic and narrative voice as part of the veteran-centric approach.
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Veterans Affairs Canada (Social Graphics)
VAC’s work with women veterans included support for the Women’s Veteran Forum in 2019, and for conferences by 
the Canadian Institute for Military and Veteran Health Research (CIMVHR). Stiff personnel attended to gather valuable 
research findings from these events. We produced videos, social media content and supporting collateral.
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AbleTo (Website)
AbleTo is part of the David C. Onley Initiative (DCOI), a project with a mission to close the employment gap for students 
and graduates with disabilities. To spread DCOI’s message, we developed an accessible website that allows the 
community to show its support of the campaign using one of eight social media pledge cards.
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AbleTo (Posters & Documents)
DCOI needed unique resources to highlight the employment gap among not only employers but also students at 
Ottawa’s four largest post-secondary institutions. We designed posters and fact sheets to be distributed on campuses, 
in workplaces, and at conferences and presentations.
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AbleTo (Print & Digital Advertisement)
Bilingual print and digital ads improved public perception about the capabilities of students and graduates with 
disabilities. Our media buy targeted high-traffic transit routes in Ottawa for maximum exposure and brand recall.
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DCOI (Website)
Stiff worked with the DCOI to take its end-of-Initiative celebration online. Launched in tandem with a virtual event,  
this innovative and nimble approach enhanced our attendees’ abilities to celebrate the DCOI’s achievements from  
their own homes.
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Joan of Arc Academy (Website & Branding)
Joan of Arc Academy is a private, fully-bilingual all-girls school located in Ottawa. The school struggled with its 
enrolment and needed to rebrand in order to attract new families. We refreshed Joan of Arc’s existing brand, completely 
redesigned its website and provided stationery and social media assets.
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Argo Group (Social Media Guide & Graphics)
All social platforms are different, each with their own nuances and ideals. We crafted thorough guidelines to advise Argo 
on how to elevate its social platforms with relevant and interesting content. We also leveraged custom graphics and bold 
copy to highlight the influence the insurance industry has on the world around us. 
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Argo Group (2019 Annual Report Website)
Argo Group’s annual report is rooted in the company’s advanced products and specialty lines. To reflect its positioning in 
the market, we built a responsive microsite with interactive elements. Functionality included the ability to share any part 
of the report—from a sentence to a full video—and graphs and data that adjust to users’ inputs.
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CARE Canada (Layout)
We overhauled out-dated assets including infographics and reports to promote the international importance of maternal, 
newborn and child health. We told the stories of mothers’ to showcase CARE’s work and the lasting change it delivered 
in an emotionally meaningful way. 
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Department of National Defence (Website)
Department of National Defence required a sophisticated solution to relay complex information. Our solution was a 
design that organizes large amounts of data into an infographic-based, multi-page website. Senior-level team members 
used the site to efficiently review and analyze data to make informed decisions.
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CBOC (Writing Training)
Conference Board of Canada (CBOC) is Canada's leading research institution. The organization required a model to learn 
how to translate its research into digestible and relatable content. Through expert analysis, we created training modules 
with instructional documents. We also laid the foundations for a style guide for the CBOC.
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Competition Bureau (Video Series)
Canada’s Competition Bureau is an independent law enforcement agency that protects and promotes competition 
for the benefit of Canadian consumers and businesses. We designed, scripted and animated a true crime series titled 
Compliance Case Files. The video details in plain language the practical steps to maintain a compliant business. 
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SAP Customer Experience LIVE (Presentation)
For SAP Customer Experience LIVE, we designed a fully animated event presentation for Alex Atzberger, President of 
SAP Customer Experience. This graphic demonstration dives into details surrounding the key ingredients required to fill 
the experience gap for businesses.
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SAP Customer Experience LIVE  (Photography & Branding)
Our design team elevated SAP Customer Experience LIVE through cohesive branding touchpoints, which we then 
documented through event photography. The photos captured the faces of attendees engaged in the experience—
captivated by the immersive surroundings.
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SAP Customer Experience LIVE  (Virtual Event Design)
Stiff was SAP’s partner in putting together its 2019 multi-day in-person event in Orlando, Florida. But in 2020 the world 
was in COVID lockdown, so SAP turned to Stiff for a virtual solution. SAP had an audience of almost 20,000 to invite,  
120 speakers to promote, and a virtual meeting space to build from the ground up. 
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Vertité (Branding)
Vertité is an up-and-coming company specializing in hydroponically grown produce. We created its entire brand 
including a logo, a custom icon, typeface, taglines, key messages, stationery and social media assets.
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Vertité (Brand Guidelines)
Vertité’s design guidelines needed to be thorough and outline each element of the current brand. But we also had to be 
forward-thinking. The document we created also outlined considerations for future growth and product development.
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Trellis (Website & App)
As the world continues to shift online, smaller, more traditional retailers find themselves competing against giants.  
We helped Trellis, a newcomer to the sponsored-ad space, tell a story that resonated with its audience. The name,  
brand and position we developed made them instantly competitive. 
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Trellis (Brand Guidelines)
Each aspect of the Trellis brand identity is rooted in research. The guidelines explain how each visual we created  
conveys the heart of the company. They also ensure that elements of the brand are simple but still differentiate Trellis 
from its competitors.


